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Interactive Translation produces WSOD

Status
● Open

Subject
Interactive Translation produces WSOD

Version
15.x
15.x Regression

Category
  • Error
  • Regression

Feature
i18n (Multilingual, l10n, Babelfish)

Resolution status
New

Submitted by
Xavier de Pedro

Lastmod by
Xavier de Pedro

Rating
★★★★★ ★★★★★ ★★★★★ ★★★★★ ★★★★★ ★★★★★ ★★★★★ ★★★★★ ★★★★★ ★★★★★ ★★★★★ (0)

Description

Interactive Translation produces WSOD in 15.x,

Reproduced in Chromium 51 (windows user) or Firefox 46 (Linux)

url:

user with tiki_p_admin

"The page isn't redirecting properly"

Couldn't reproduce in the show instance. If you want to debug, tell me the keyword "sqbc"
The original document is available at https://dev.tiki.org/item6016-Interactive-Translation-produces-WSOD